Get connected.
Power • Light • Connect
We make connections work.

Simplified connected lighting solutions for Buildings, Communities and Homes.

Eaton’s portfolio of connected lighting solutions leverages the real-estate of the physical light fixture to increase building, business and community operating efficiency through controls and data. With connected lighting solutions, we go beyond controlling light to solve complex problems, enabled by sensing and communication capabilities within the light fixture itself.

With innovation you can rely on, and connections you can build on; that’s how Eaton makes connections work.
We make connected buildings work.*

* Make your workspace work for you. Eaton’s connected lighting systems take the guesswork out of managing your facility, seamlessly adapting to patterns and preferences. With solutions that let you easily manage comfort, productivity and energy savings, it pays to be connected.

Wireless, code-compliant and cost-effective, WaveLinx Wireless Connected Lighting System offers the most out-of-the-box functionality on the market. It’s also one of the easiest connected lighting systems to install and manage.

Wireless, code-compliant and cost-effective for today. It simply works.

Lighting fixture with integrated sensor
Highly efficient LED fixtures

Wireless Area Controller
Provides centralized coordination of multiple area control options

Wireless wall station/receptacle
Provides wireless control of multiple and local areas

Mobile app
Provides personalized, local control from a tablet or smartphone

70% Savings
Up to 70% in energy savings

45 Minutes
Reduces controls installation time by 45 minutes per control zone

40% Savings
Get off the job faster by saving up to 45% on commissioning time

Broadest offering
Achieve more applications with the industry’s broadest offering of wireless connected devices and integrated luminaires
DLVP
Distributed Low-Voltage Power System

The low-voltage system that’s practically plug and play. No more struggling to find qualified electrical labor for your job site. No more waiting weeks for commissioning teams. No more compliance woes. Eliminate costly project delays with our groundbreaking Distributed Low-Voltage Power System, and save up to 20% on the total installed cost of your LED lighting and controls system.

Cut ties with complexity.

Low-voltage power module
Power modules create safe low-voltage circuits to power and control LED lighting fixtures

Low-voltage lighting cable
Low-voltage lighting cables provide power and communications to DLVP LED lighting fixtures

Lighting fixture with integrated sensor
Highly efficient, low-voltage, addressable LED fixtures

Up to 60% reduction in installation time
Up to 70% savings in total installed system cost
Up to 65% savings in energy savings

LumaWatt Pro
Wireless Connected Lighting System Powered by Enlightened

An IoT-equipped connected lighting system maximizes potential energy savings through fixture-by-fixture controllability. LumaWatt Pro is a distributed network of smart LED lighting fixtures with integrated sensing and beacon technology that captures real-time data, offering limitless potential to keep up with the growing service demands of people, property and resources.

Save energy and gain the power of information.

Lighting fixture with integrated sensor
An LED light fixture that doubles as a data collection point

Wireless gateway
Stores and transmits real-time building usage data

Energy Manager
Leverages building data to help you optimize your savings

Energy Manager software
Use your data in Energy Manager, SPACE, AIRE and other popular building resource programs

Up to 70% in energy savings
Gain up to 30% in light productivity by saving time looking for equipment
Reduce HVAC operating costs by 30% through demand-driven heating and cooling
Inquire utilization rate of leased spaces by up to 50% using real-time data on how a space is used

70% Savings
20% Time saved
30% Reduced cost
50% Utilization rate

Up to 20% reduction in total installed system cost
We make connected Communities work.*

* Lighting the way for connected communities. Smart, connected technologies mean safer, more efficient communities – and it starts with connected lighting. Our solutions put full system control and optimization at your fingertips, helping you rise to the municipal challenges of today and tomorrow.

ConnectWorks
Wireless Connected Lighting System Powered by Cimcon

ConnectWorks centralized wireless outdoor lighting management system helps unlock solutions to today’s complex challenges and rising energy costs facing communities, cities and campuses. ConnectWorks makes it simple to wirelessly program and control a network of outdoor lighting to unlock maximum energy efficiency and less lighting outages. So the lights are on exactly when you need them to be, delivering better community safety and better community connections.


Wireless lighting controller
Intelligent, wireless lighting controller

Wireless Gateway
Intelligent, wireless lighting controller

Lighting fixture
Highly efficient LED fixtures

Software services
Full status and control from Google Maps

30% Savings
Up to 30% savings on lighting energy costs

50% Savings
Up to 50% savings on maintenance costs

Lighting the way for connected communities.
Smart, connected technologies mean safer, more efficient communities – and it starts with connected lighting.

Our solutions put full system control and optimization at your fingertips, helping you rise to the municipal challenges of today and tomorrow.
HALO HOME

Smart lighting solutions for the whole home

The HALO Home Smart Lighting System offers a convenient way to control your home’s lights with the flexibility of individual room control to whole home control. Using the HALO Home Smart Lighting System, easily configure home lighting via Bluetooth® connection using any smart device; no internet or hub required.

Simple. Smart. Secure.
Wirelessly control smart lights from anywhere in your home.

Smart LED light fixture + Dimmers & switches + Internet Access Bridge (optional) + Mobile & web application

* Smart homes start with smart lighting. It’s the upgrade that enhances your home’s security and visual comfort — all while saving energy. With conveniences like motion sensors, Bluetooth® integration, and wireless on-the-go control, connected lighting technology is becoming the new standard for homeowners.
**Architectural lighting**

Colors represent the compatible systems for each product.
Colors represent the compatible systems for each product.
Recessed, Surface & Track lighting

Halo SMD4/DM/SMD6-DM
4" and 6" Recessed LED downlight

Halo ML4
4" LED downlight

Halo RL4/RL56/RL56ZHA
4" and 6" LED retrofit baffle-trim module

Halo RA4/RA6
4" and 6" LED adjustable gimbal retrofit

Halo H246RICAT
4" Ultra-shallow LED remodel housing

Halo SLG4/SL6
4" and 6" Surface LED downlight

Halo SMD4/SMD6
4" and 6" Surface LED downlight

Halo RA4/SMD6
4" and 6" LED adjustable gimbal retrofit

Halo ML56/ML56D2W
5" and 6" LED downlight

Halo ML56/ML56D2W
5" and 6" LED downlight

Halo RA4/SMD6
4" and 6" LED adjustable gimbal retrofit

Halo ML4
4" LED downlight

Halo H246RICAT
4" Ultra-shallow LED remodel housing

Halo H246RICAT
4" Ultra-shallow LED remodel housing

Halo RA4/RA6
4" and 6" LED adjustable gimbal retrofit

Halo ML4
4" LED downlight

Halo R20/RL20/RL20ZHA
2" LED adjustable rim LED downlight

Halo R811/R812
LED track fixture

Portfolio LDA4A/LDA6A
2" and 6" LED adjustable accent/slope or lensed wall wash

Portfolio LDA4A/LDA6A
2" and 6" LED adjustable accent/slope or lensed wall wash

Portfolio LD4/LS4B
6" LED downlight

Portfolio LD4/LS4B
6" LED downlight

Portfolio LDA4A/LDA6A
2" and 6" LED adjustable accent/slope or lensed wall wash

Portfolio LDA4A/LDA6A
2" and 6" LED adjustable accent/slope or lensed wall wash

Portfolio LSR2B
Surface LED

Portfolio LSR2B
Surface LED

Portfolio LDA2B/LDSQ4B/LDSQ6B
2" and 6" LED adjustable accent/slope or lensed wall wash

Portfolio LDA2B/LDSQ4B/LDSQ6B
2" and 6" LED adjustable accent/slope or lensed wall wash

Portfolio LSR2B
Surface LED

Portfolio LSR2B
Surface LED

Halo Commercial PD6
6" LED downlight

Halo Commercial PD6
6" LED downlight

Halo RL Smart Downlight

Halo RL Smart Downlight

Halo B6 Smart Downlight

Halo B6 Smart Downlight

Halo Smart Dimmer Switch

Halo Smart Dimmer Switch

Smart Dimmer Switch

Smart Dimmer Switch

Flag-in Dimmer

Internet Access Bridge

Internet Access Bridge

Internet Access Bridge

Internet Access Bridge

In-wall Accessory Dimmer Switch

In-wall Accessory Dimmer Switch

In-wall Accessory Dimmer Switch

Internet Access Bridge

Internet Access Bridge

Internet Access Bridge

Internet Access Bridge

Colors represent the compatible systems for each product.
Eaton brings ease of camera deployment to a whole new level. No additional wiring is needed beyond providing line power to the luminaire. A variety of networking options allows security integrators to design the optimal solution for active surveillance.
Outdoor lighting

- Lumark
  - Axcent Large: Wall mount LED luminaire
  - Prevail: Area & site LED luminaire
- McGraw-Edison
  - Galleon Wall: Wall mount LED luminaire
  - TopTier: Parking & canopy LED luminaire
- Invue
  - LuxeScape: Spider Mount WaveStream LED decorative area luminaire
  - Arbor: WaveStream LED decorative area luminaire
  - Celestoneon: Area & site LED luminaire
- TopTier Area & site LED luminaire
- TopTier Area & site LED luminaire
- TopTier Area & site LED luminaire
- TopTier Area & site LED luminaire
- TopTier Area & site LED luminaire
- TopTier Area & site LED luminaire

Colors represent the compatible systems for each product.

EATON www.eaton.com/lighting
Sports lighting

- Ephesus Lumadapt 8
  - Multipurpose indoor sports & entertainment LED lighting
- Ephesus Prism RGBA
  - Multipurpose indoor sports & entertainment LED lighting
- Ephesus All Field
  - Outdoor sports LED lighting
- Ephesus Stadium Pro
  - Outdoor sports LED lighting

Exit & Emergency

- Sure-Lite ACE Series
  - Circular exit
- Sure-Lite SELOWA
  - Descent Emergency
  - NY/Chicago Compliant
- Sure-Lite SELA Series
  - Architectural emergency light

Colors represent the compatible systems for each product.
Our Lighting Product Lines
Halo
Halo Commercial
Portfolio
Iris
RSA
Metalux
Corelite
Neo-Ray
Fail-Safe
MWS
Ametrix
Shaper
io
Lumark
McGraw-Edison
Invue
Ephesus
Lumière
Streetworks
AtLite
Sure-Lites

Our Controls Product Lines
Greengate
iLumin
Zero 88
Fifth Light Technology
iLight (International Only)

Connected Lighting Systems
LumaWatt Pro
WaveLinx
Distributed Low-Voltage Power
ConnectWorks
Halo Home